Abstract-Motivated by the self-assembling behavior of real upon the nature of the application. Due to the complexity ants, we present a novel algorithm for texture segmentation which of texture analysis problem, no single approach of feature is based on ant tree clustering of wavelet features. In a pattern extraction and feature classification works for all types of recognition setting, wavelet features are extracted using either of Image segmentation is an important stage of early visual to tackle the problem of gathering objects of individuals, like information processing where the task is to separate the given in brood sorting or cemetery organization in real ants [5], input image into multiple regions often on the basis of similar and other problems like traveling salesman problem [6]. This characteristics of pixels belonging to the same region and/or paper shows how to adapt the self-assembling behavior of dissimilar characteristics of pixels belonging to any two differ-ants to the segmentation problem where the data should be ent regions. Image texture can be considered as a function of hierarchically organized in a tree. This model is based on spatial variation in pixel intensities. It is hard to find a univer-the ability of ants to build live structures with their bodies. sally agreeable definition of texture in the literature because Each ant represents a feature vector and is initially placed of a long list of its properties. Nevertheless, texture contains on a fixed point, which is the root of the tree. Based on its important clues about image region description and can be similarity with the ants already attached to the root, the ants described by properties like uniformity, density, coarseness, move and attach themselves to the tree. This behavior has been roughness, regularity, linearity, directionality, frequency, and demonstrated in [7] and used in [8] to estimate the number of phase gathered from the appearance of an image region [1].
Image segmentation is an important stage of early visual to tackle the problem of gathering objects of individuals, like information processing where the task is to separate the given in brood sorting or cemetery organization in real ants [5] , input image into multiple regions often on the basis of similar and other problems like traveling salesman problem [6] . This characteristics of pixels belonging to the same region and/or paper shows how to adapt the self-assembling behavior of dissimilar characteristics of pixels belonging to any two differ-ants to the segmentation problem where the data should be ent regions. Image texture can be considered as a function of hierarchically organized in a tree. This model is based on spatial variation in pixel intensities. It is hard to find a univer-the ability of ants to build live structures with their bodies. sally agreeable definition of texture in the literature because Each ant represents a feature vector and is initially placed of a long list of its properties. Nevertheless, texture contains on a fixed point, which is the root of the tree. Based on its important clues about image region description and can be similarity with the ants already attached to the root, the ants described by properties like uniformity, density, coarseness, move and attach themselves to the tree. This behavior has been roughness, regularity, linearity, directionality, frequency, and demonstrated in [7] and used in [8] to estimate the number of phase gathered from the appearance of an image region [1] .
clusters a given data can be partitioned into. In this work, the In texture analysis, a texture measure is used for separating number of partitions is fixed to the actual number of clusters the image into distinct regions through texture classification present in the data. The parameters used to calculate similarity and/or texture segmentation. In the latter, unlike the former, of ants are tuned iteratively to produce optimal partitioning of the objective is not to identify the different textures but only data. The results produced through the ant clustering algorithm to segment them. With the increasing popularity of digital are shown to be comparable to the commonly used k-means libraries, multimedia databases, texture analysis has become a clustering algorithm. A major disadvantage of the k-means focused area of research because of its utilization in numerous algorithm, however, is that it can get stuck in local minima industrial and real-world applications [2]: content-based image in high-dimensional vector spaces. The proposed algorithm retrieval, medical image analysis, industrial inspection, remote uses similarity scope for partitioning the data set and uses a sensing, and document processing, to name a few only.
probabilistic approach to avoid local minima. Over the last two decades or so, researchers working in the area of texture analysis have proposed various approaches A brief overview of wavelets in the context of texture which are typically composed of two main stages: (i) feature analysis is presented in the next section. Section III describes extraction and (ii) feature classification. In the first stage, the core of the ant tree clustering algorithm and gives a brief characteristic attributes (features) representing the texture are discussion of the algorithm's complexity. The experimental gathered through the means of statistical, structural, geometric, setup is described in Section IV, while experimental results model-based, and/or filtering approaches [3] . In the second are presented and analyzed in the following section. The paper stage, a supervised or unsupervised classifier is used depending ends with concluding remarks and some future directions. Unlike Fourier transform, which employs sinusoids of varying frequency and amplitude as its basis functions, wavelet or a leaf. They may move on the structure in order to be transform is based on small wave functions called wavelets of connected. This behavior has been used in [8] to estimate the varying frequency and duration. It decomposes a 1-D signal number of clusters in a given data set. Our work concentrates f(x) onto a basis of wavelet functions:
on the probabilistic approach of ants towards getting them connected to the tree and iterative adjustment of the partitions,
(1) as mentioned in the future directions in [8] . In [8] , a number of rules have been defined based on the self-assembling behavior.
where the basis functions O9a,b (x) are obtained by translation These rules alongwith a few problem-specific additional rules and dilation of a single mother wavelet b:
can be used to define artificial ants, which build trees to 1 (-b partition the data (see Fig. 2 ). The rules are: formation about which of the partitions they should belong to. B. Wavelet-based feature extraction 4) Ants maintain and update threshold values for similarity The fundamental idea behind filtering based feature extracand dissimilarity.
tion is to pass the image I(x, y) through a bank of wavelet 5) Ants maintain their current position in the tree. In the above rules, i represents the current ant and j it can be grouped with. This is elaborated in Fig. 3 It should be noted that once ant i has moved from the root, The similarity threshold value for each ant as mentioned it cannot be dropped. If it ends up being dissimilar to all the before is initialized as p/2. However, this value may change children ants of its current location, then it moves itself in the during the segmentation process by using the similarity and direction of the most similar child. For the third case, if ant dissimilarity update rules. The initialization value of p72 for i is neither similar nor dissimilar to the ant j, then it updates ants plays an important role in the segmentation process. its similarity and dissimilarity threshold values using (3) and Because of this, the initial least distortion between any two (4). While ant i updates its threshold values, other ants can ants directly connected to the root would be p72 units provided proceed to build the tree. Due to this skipping of ant i and all p is initialized with a very low value relative to the spread of the ants in the undecided region for further processing, only the data vectors. This way the vector space can be partitioned those ants connect themselves to the root of the tree which in reasonable blocks based on the p value only. This is fall in dissimilar region. This effect is demonstrated in Fig. 4 illustrated in Fig. 4 for ants carrying 2-D vectors. However, a for a 2-D feature space. Due to the threshold updating, if ant suitable guess for the value of p is required in order to correctly i was only marginally short from being similar to ant j, then partition the data. The larger the value of p, the fewer the the probability of ant i being connected to ant j increases the number of partitions would be and vice versa. This is further next time ant i gets its turn. Whereas, if ant i was marginally discussed in the following section.
short from being dissimilar to ant j then the probability of its being dissimilar to ant j increases. This is illustrated in of children that any node in a tree can have is also fixed to Fig. 4 for ants carrying two dimensional feature vectors. The T. If p is too small, most of the partitions will be smaller and process continues till all the ants are either dropped or have the tree will quickly reach the maximum number of children fixed themselves to the tree. Each child of root alongwith its limit while most of the ants still being disconnected to the tree. subsequent children is grouped together to form partitions. The This situation is deliberately created by initializing p with a centroids of these partitions are used to segment the textured very low value. .. . value and T is the maximum number of children allowed in found at any level of the tree. Due to the partitioning of t the feature vectors based on the similarity scope, the number thetree. However, a situation may arise where the number of of iterations required to converge is reduced if the algorithm rtitiosdeisest is used iteratively for the convergence of centroids. In some cases, this may give the algorithm a computational edge over T-n the k-means clustering algorithm. Such an experimental setup P p -T X a (7) is discussed in the following section.
The formation of a tree like structure increases the space where n is the number of resulting partitions. Equations (6) complexity of the ant clustering algorithm as compared to the and (7) together help in iteratively adjusting the value of p to k-means algorithm. Every ant in the tree carries pointers to a suitable value. its parent and children nodes. Each ant also carries a feature
The process is repeated until the number of ants being vector, its similarity and dissimilarity threhsold values, its dropped goes below the permissible number of dropped ants. position in the tree, and position of the most similiar ant found Once this happens, the second phase of centroids adjustment in its neighbourhood.
starts. This is also an iterative phase. Each child of the root node alongwith its subsequent children is grouped together and IV. ATC -EXPERIMENTAL SETUP their centroid is calculated. After every iteration, the centroids
The value of similarity scope p and the order of ants play an of previously obtained partitions are used as initialization important role in resulting partitions of the data. A number of vectors for the next iteration of ant tree construction. These segmentation strategies can be formed using different values initialization vectors are carried by the artificial ants and are for p and the order of ants. Following two were used for connected to the tree before the rest of ants. If required, the p experimentation:
value is also adjusted after every iteration. The algorithm stops when the difference between centroids of two consecutive 1) Random selection of ants for ant tree construction using some predefined value of similarity scope p, and iterations is very small. 2) Adjustment of similarity scope p followed by adjustment of partitions.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Sorting of ants in either of ascending or descending order We experimented with 2-& 5-texture images generated can also be used at the cost of extra computation. Ant trees through Brodatz textures [11] and MIT's VisTex album [12] were constructed using a random order of the ants. The process either formed by ourselves or taken from Randen and Husoy was repeated 50 times. Out of these 50 iterations, best, worst [3] . Here we present our results using wavelet features and and average percent segmentation errors were calculated. The k-means or ATC based feature clustering. Fig. 6 shows the results are shown in Table I , which demonstrates the potential sample texture images containing both regular and irregular of algorithm to perform better than or comparable to the boundaries. Most of these textures can be found in natural traditional k-means clustering algorithm, objects such as wooden surfaces, sands, reptiles, grass etc. The selection of p value also plays an important role. Since Experiments indicate that images with irregular boundaries a suitable value for p cannot always be predicted, two rules between the texture regions are more complex to segment are defined to adjust the value of p. The adjustment rules than the ones with texture regions having regular boundaries.
require a fixed number of desired partitions T. The 
